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Assembly Instructions
Vertical Vinyl Curtain Door
“DT2 Wire Rope Replacement”

Overview:
The replacement of your Draw-Tite II Wire Rope is a simple and straightforward operation. It is
very important to route the wire rope exactly as described in these instructions in order to avoid
abrasion or premature cable failure.
Preparation:
Completely remove the damaged cable. It may be necessary to use a pair of diagonal cutters to
free the cable from the door assembly.
Carefully inspect the door hardware. The nylon rollers must spin freely. Inspect the large
aluminum take-up reel for damage. Ensure that the bracketry has not been bent or damaged and
verify that the vertical extrusions are properly aligned with the upper bracket assembly. Repair or
replace any damaged components.
Installation:
To install the Draw-Tite Wire Rope use the manual hoist to position the door so that the bottom
rollers are a few inches below the top of the Vertical Extrusions. Remove the Phillips fastener
located at the bottom left-hand corner of the “Box Valence” (the vinyl wrap covering the upper
box section) and roll back the vinyl to expose the idler end of the roll tube (if not already done).
Grasp the bottom stiffener (above the chain pocket) on the door and lift the lowermost roller up
and out of the funnel bracket. If the roller hits the other rollers and cannot be swung clear of the
funnel, carefully “jog” the door down a few inches until there is clearance. When you are done the
roller and bottom of the door should be free of the vertical extrusion as shown in the following
photo (Photo 1):
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Photo #1
(Lower Roller Removed from Track)

Uncoil the replacement cable and insert the small end up through the lower extrusion pulley as
shown in the following photo (Photo 2). Note that the cable is inserted up through the bottom of
the roller bracket.

Photo #2
(Cable Inserted Through Lower Roller)

Pull the cable through the lower roller assembly and guide the end to the top of the Vertical
Extrusion. Insert the end of the cable through the opening created between the top of the Vertical
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Extrusion and the bottom of the funnel section of the Upper Bracketry as shown in the following
photo (Photo 3):

Photo #3
(Cable Inserted Through Funnel Bracket)

Temporarily secure the free end of the cable to the Bracket Support using a Tie-Wrap, piece of
wire, or tape as shown in the following photo (Photo 4):

Photo #4
(Cable Secured to Support)
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Go to the bottom of the vertical extrusion and locate the end of the Draw-Tite cable with the large
eyelet. Make sure that the cord is properly routed through the lower white pulley. Bring the eyelet
up to the exposed lower roller on the bottom of the door. Slide the lower roller out of the bottom
stiffener. Slide the shaft of the roller through the eyelet and then back into the bottom stiffener.
The eyelet will end up behind the front vinyl surface as shown in the following photo (Photo 5):

Photo #5
(Lower Roller and Draw-Tite Cord Installed)

Raise the bottom stiffener and feed the lower roller back into the funnel bracket and vertical
extrusion per the following photo (Photo 6). Be careful with the Draw-Tite cable and make sure
that it goes into the vertical extrusion. Go down the entire length of the vertical extrusion and
ensure that the cord has entered the track and is not caught on the EPDM (Neoprene) track seals.
Once again check to make sure that the cord is properly routed around the lower pulley.

Photo #6
(Lower Roller Reinserted in Vertical Extrusion)
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The next step involves pre-loading a torsion spring. Torsion springs can store a
substantial amount of energy and the rapid release of the energy can cause great bodily
damage. Follow the instructions carefully and proceed with caution.

Use the chain host to move the door “up” until the center line of the lower roller is at the top of the
vertical extrusion as shown in the following photo (Photo 7):

Photo #7
(Lower Roller at top of Vertical Extrusion)

Now use the chain hoist to lower the door 12”. This distance is somewhat critical so ensure that
the centerline of the lower roller is 12” below the top of the vertical extrusion.
Using the supplied torque rods (or two ¼” shafts, Phillips screwdrivers, or similar items), begin
installing pre-load into the Torque Pulley. Do this by inserting a torque rod in one of the exposed
holes in the Torque Pulley. Move the torque rod “down” until the next sequential hole is
accessible. Insert the other torque rod in that hole, remove the first rod, and continue the
downward motion. Repeat this procedure in a “hand over hand” manner until approximately 1½
(one and a half) turns of pre-load has been installed. See Photo 8:

Photo #8
(Torque Pulley Pre-Loading)
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Continue to “add” preload until a hard stop is felt. The stop will be firm and attempting to add
additional preload will cause the roller tube to attempt to rotate. Insert a torque rod in the
uppermost visible hole, slowly release a little preload and allow the upper rod to rest against the
upper box frame member.
Locate the top end of the cable where it is tie-wrapped to the Vertical Extrusion support. Cut the
tie-wrap. Using the access hole on the side of the angle bracket, insert the cable between the
bracketry and the Torque Pulley, and then over the shaft of the idler bearing. Using your finger
and the access hole, route the cable over the top of the white idler pulley. Gently pulling on the
free end of the cable while doing this will help the cable “pop” into the groove of the idler. After
the cable has been routed it should resemble the following photos (Photos 9 & 10).

Photo #9
(Draw-Tite Cable Routing)

Photo #10
(Draw-Tite Cable Routing)
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The proper routing for the Draw-Tite cable is shown in the following diagram (Diagram 1):

Diagram #1
(Draw-Tite Cable Routing)

Make sure the Draw-Tite cable is completely within the Vertical Extrusion and is not caught
on the EPDM seals. Also make sure that the cable has not become twisted within the
extrusion.

Using a needle-nose pliers, pull firmly on the end of the Draw-Tite cable and insert it in the slot at
the approximate middle (3 o’clock) position of the pulley as shown in the following photo (Photo
11):

Photo #11
(Draw-Tite Cable to Torque Pulley Engagement)
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Push the cable all the way into the base of the slot. If necessary, use a small flat-blade screwdriver
to drive the cable into the slot, being careful not to damage the wire rope.
Us the torque rods in a hand-over-hand upward motion to release tension from the Torque Pulley.
This will wrap the cable around the Torque Pulley and put the cable into tension.

Checking the Draw-Tite Tension:
Proper Draw-Tite tension is critical for the proper performance of your door. By design,
the cord will be under Torque Pulley spring tension throughout almost the entire travel of
the door. When the door approaches the fully closed the Torque Pulleys lock and the
cables and the vinyl door go into extreme tension. The pre-load of the Torque Pulley can
be adjusted so that the tension becomes firm at the correct point in the door travel.
Note: The cable tension is tested with the door in the near closed position. The
cord tension is adjusted with the door in the fully open position.

Close the door to approximately 6-7” from the floor using the chain hoist. Observe the
action of the door and watch for any binds or “hang-ups” during the travel. Resolve these
issue before continuing with the adjustment procedure. Fully lock both strands of hoist
chain to the bracket.
Grasp the lower stiffener on one side of the door and pull gently upward per the following
photo (Photo 12):

Photo #12
(Checking the Draw-Tite Tension)
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The door should move upward under relatively light tension for 1-2” and then a firm
resistance will be felt (~15lbs force). Note the distance that the door traveled before the
resistance was felt. Repeat this procedure on the other side of the door. The distance
should be approximately the same for both sides of the door.
If the distance is substantially different (>2”) or if either side does not have the appropriate
amount of free travel, raise the door to approximately 12” from fully open and use the
torque rods and a needle-nosed pliers to move the respective cable “up or down” one slot
on the Torque Pulley. Generally speaking this should not be necessary and the door will
work properly wit the cable in the marked slot.
After the tension is properly set you can use the limit switch (end stop) adjustment
procedure to finalize your “Closed” position. This position should be set so that the bottom
chain pocket comes in contact with the floor along the entire width of the door and
compresses slightly (~1”) per the following photo (Photo 13). Do not set the door for more
compression than that. Doing so may damage the Draw-Tite mechanism or hinder the
operation of the Safety-Edge.

Photo #13

(Closed Position)

The center of the chain pocket should be in full contact with the opening threshold. Note
that the Draw-Tite tension forces the lower stiffener and chain pocket to “bow” upward in
the middle. This action helps to drain water away from the center of the door and chain
pocket and toward the edges.

The assembly, installation, and set-up of your Shaver's Motorized Curtain Door is now complete and it is
ready for typical operation. It is a virtually maintenance free unit and should give you years of reliable
service.
We want to thank you again for your business and the opportunity to partner with your firm on this
project. Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding these instructions or
encounter any problems with the installation or performance of your door.
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